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ABSTRACT




Diminishing fossil fuels and concerns about the quality of the environment has lead the
recent drive to establish a commercialized solar field in Southern Nevada. The competing solar
thermal technologies for the Solar Enterprise Zone (SEZ) are Parabolic Dish-Stirling, Central
Receiver Power Towers, and Parabolic Trough Systems. It is important to compare the
technologies based on the guidelines set by the Corporation for Solar Technology and Renewable
Resources. The variables weighted are solar conversion performances, initial capital investment,
operation and maintenance costs, water and land use, and electricity production costs. All
technologies have been proven to viable power sources and appear to have a promising future,
but regional variables will play a role in what technology to choose. Solar thermal dish-Stirling
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
A Comparative Analysis of Viable Solar Thermal Technologies for Solar
Field Development and Commercialization.
WHAT IS SOLAR THERMAL ENERGY?
Solar Thermal Energy is the source of energy that we receive from our
maternal Sun. We feel the heat produced by the sun every day of our lives, even
in the coldest regions of our planet. The energy is generated by thermonuclear
reactions that make up our sun and occur in a large quantities every millisecond.
The energy is expelled from the sun into the solar system providing heat and light.
All the planets in the our system receive different levels of energy based on their
distance from the sun. The earth's distance is perfect for the levels of energy
required to create life and sustain it. The radiation generated by the sun is the
primary factor for weather patterns, ocean currents, rainforests, glacier patterns,
any many other natural phenomena. The majority consumption of energy
currently comes from sources of energy that are secondary solar energy sources.
Coal, oil, and gas were originally all biological species that relied upon the sun for
their survival, but today they the heat the majority of our homes instead of the sun
itself. Biomass fuels such as, wood and dry crop wastes were plants that used
storage device, this allowed night time operation using heat collected during the
day.
In the 1970's the OPEC nations decided to exercise their economic power
and as environmental movements gained momentum, solar energy was once again
being considered to protect the against energy shortages. But by the time we the
time were establishing forms of technology budgets were cut by Ronald Reagan
based on low fossil fuel prices.
WHY DO WE NEED SOLAR ENERGY?
The human race is largely responsible for current rates of environmental
degradation. The amount of energy consumed is increasing along the same
exponential growth pattern a, .' human population. We can not depend on
nonrenewable energy source^ .a the future based on, 1; they are limited and will
deplete, 2; geographical and political boundaries create acquisition problems as
resources become scarce, 3; irreversible environmental impacts will occur if
current consumption trends continue thus endangering all species. Solar energy
can provide means to avoid these issues and help meet growing energy demands.
Solar thermal systems collect energy and generate electricity with little or no
pollution generation. They can provide energy to locations where power
companies do not have infrastructure, they are reaching higher rates of energy
conversion to compete with those of coal, nuclear, and natural gas, and return on
Table 1. DOE Renewable Energy Budget for FY1993-FY1995





























































































































RENEW. TOTAL 207.7 287.4 344.6 349.1 334.1 337.2
Source: H.Rept. 103-672; S.Rept. 103-291; H.Rept. 103-533; H.Rept. 103-305; U.S. Dept. of Energy.
Congressional Budget Request, FY1995, v. 2, Feb. 1994.








on an average of 6,500 to 7,000 Wh/m2/day. If 5% of Nevada land mass was
committed to solar energy fields at their current efficiencies, the entire U.S.
electricity consumption for a year could be produced in 40 minutes of peak
sunlight hours (Dracker, Laquil, Bechtel, 1993).
Nevada remains one of the least populated states in the country and
possesses millions of acres of federal land that may have some potential for solar
field development.
In October of 1993, the Clinton Administration released the Climate
Change Action Plan in accordance with the Rio Conference protocols. To comply
the State of Nevada passed Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 35 to study past and
present efforts to conserve and develop energy resources in Nevada and to
formulate a policy on the use of energy resources within the state (Crawford,
1994). Section 3137 of the National Defense Authorization Act for FY 1993,
Pub. L. No. 102-484, required a study on the conversion, development and
utilization of the Nevada Test Site, or portions thereof, as a commercial facility
for the development of solar energy research and production technologies (US
DOE, May 1994). In compliance the DOE conducted a feasibility and as a result
Senator Richard Brian and DOE jointly announced the formation of a task force
for the "Solar Enterprise Zone" (SEZ) (Crawford, 1994).
Technology Background
State of Technology
Project Economics, including specific quantified statement of
necessary financial or other supports required. This information
should demonstrate the financial feasibility and sustainability of
the project.
Levelized cost of electricity with all input assumptions stated,
including capability factors; annual output; hourly output profiles;
discount factors; capital, fuel and operation and maintenance costs.
Local economic development benefits, including local investment,
permanent jobs created and construction jobs created.
Commercial potential, market penetrations and export assessment
that result after reaching targeted cost reduction achieved through
CSTRR commercialization.
Environmental benefits, which will be measured using the Nevada
Public Service Commission values for externalities. Therefore
environmental information provided should at a minimum quantify
annual emissions of nitrous oxides; carbon monoxide;
hydrocarbons and reactive organic gases; sulfur oxides; metals;
particulate; carbon dioxide; wastewater effluents; water demand;
















Parabolic Trough Parabolic Dish
Figure flfc Artist's conception of a dish/Stirling system ;
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produced necessary for efficient power production, this combination makes a
good match for the production of electricity from the sun (US DOE, parobolic,
1994).
The Stirling engine consists of a sealed system filled with a filled with a
working gas, typically hydrogen or helium. The term 'working gas', means that
the gas contained in the system is not consumed it but recycled within the system.
The free flowing piston system has a single piston that moves back and forth with
the heating and cooling of the gas. The Kinetic system is made up of two pistons
that are connected by an alternator arm to assure timed piston movement (Stine &
Diver chap.l, 1994). Each system performs well and when each engine receives
higher concentration levels of heat, the pistons move faster generating more
electricity (see Figure 2b).
The concentrators on the dish are usually faceted reflective surfaces,
usually metallized glass or plastic (see Figures 3a & 3c) (Stine & Diver chap.5,
1994). The Germans were the first to use a stretched metallized membrane that is
stretched over a hoop and vacuum sealed into a parabola shape (see Figure 3b).
The stretched membrane idea was to achieve maximum reflective area. The
paraboloid is the ideal shape because it reflects all solar radiation coming directly
from the sun to a very small region at the concentrators (engine) focal point. The
size of the parabola concentrator depends on the maximum electrical production
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length of the trough. The modular troughs can be grouped together to produce
large amounts of solar concentration. The parabolic trough system generates
electricity based on the Rankine cycle and is explained later in this section. The
unique aspect of this technology is the natural-gas-fired boiler that supplements
the thermal energy from the solar field during cloudy days or to operate fully
during evening hours (Luz, 1989).
The transfer fluid cycles through the heat collection tube which is made up
of a black metallic receiver tube is inside a transparent evacuated glass tube for
maximum heat absorption and to prevent heat loss (see Figure 5). The tube is
located along the focal point of the parabolic trough to obtain maximum solar
concentration. The heat transfer fluid continuously runs the length of the trough
to obtain high levels of heat and then is transferred to a main collection line that
all the troughs deposit into. The main collection line is routed to a heat transfer
station to heat the water cycle and then recycled back through the troughs. The
steam is generated in the heat transfer station is used in a conventional Rankine
cycle to power a steam turbine and generate electricity. (See Figure 6).
The Rankine cycle, which is a particular type of thermodynamic power
cycle, is used in all conventional coal, oil and gas-fired, and nuclear steam plants.
The important characteristic of the Rankine cycle is that power conversion
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Not to scale: Tube Is about 12 feet long and 4 inches in diameter.
LUCE International LimitedFigure 5




















Central Receiver Power Tower Solar Thermal Technology
Figure 8
The Central Receiver Power Tower design is
similar to the parabolic dish design but of a much larger
scale. This technology consists of a large tower with a
heat receiver is centered in a field surrounded by
heliostats. The power tower is based on the Rankine
theromodynamic cycle interlinked with a hot and cold
storage tank (see Figure 9).
Heliostats are a large slightly curved mirrors
(approx. 4 m x 6 m) that reflect sunlight to the receiver
atop the tower (see Figure 11) (Easton, 1975). The
heliostats are mounted on a geared drive unit guided by
two-axis tracking system (track the sun's movements east
to west and north to south). The control system consists
of a microprocessor in each heliostat and is controlled a
heliostat array controller that provides position information to maximize
reflection(US DOE tower, 1991). The heliostats are not individual concentrators,
as on the parabolic dish, but as a group they concentrate enough sunlight to reach
temperatures 700°F to 4500°F (Easton, 1975). The Solar Two project, in Barstow,
Figure 10
Today's central receiver technology uses



























generation for the turbines. This may be an limiting factor in certain regions of
low availability. Without a cooling system for the steam generation cycle water
usage would increase. Dry cooling systems are being researched, but no
applications are ready for implementation. A dry cooling system would
drastically reduce water usage by 80% in the system (US DOE, 1995).
STATE OF THE TECHNOLOGY
The analysis in proceeding chapters, will consider a 100MW plant and the
evaluation guidelines set by CSTRR.
Dish-Stirling technology is has been researched since the 1970's and many
models have been developed by various companies including 2 German projects
and 2 Japanese projects (Stine & Diver chap.2, 1994). They all have proven to be
legitimate prototypes and have achieved high solar conversion ratings, but have
not been tested in full solar field operation. The life span of the technology is
currently predicted at 20+ years. Initial operating costs would be higher than
conventional energy, but as the parabolic trough has stabilized costs over its
operational period, so would the Dish-Stirling based on predicted decrease in
commercial production costs (see Chart 2). The technology is ready to be
fabricated, it is just a mater of having the financial backing and the facilities
required to get the technology up and running (see Table 3).
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of dish-Stirling generator unit will be around $1500 per kW, this is $500 less per
KW than what Nevada Power is estimating (see Table 3). If each 25 kW unit is
then brought to a production cost of $37,500 (to illustrate the economic scale, a 25
kW preproduction prototype will cost about $200,000), bringing the cost of a 100
MW field (4000 units) to a total cost of approximately $150 million. Considering
Nevada has over 3000 sunlight hours annually (Fine, 1994), and assuming the
units perform at 50% of their peak output (12.5 KW per unit), the 4000 units
would produce 150MWh of electricity a year. Estimating at residential rate of
approximately $0.164 per kWh (based on high-end power costs), this would
generate $24.6 million per year, which could return the initial capital investment
in just over 6 years (Fine, 1994). Given the estimate life span to be over 20 years,
the economics seem very favorable with profits reaching as much as $320 million.
Parabolic trough technology has currently achieved stabilized costs and
are predicted to decrease (Ribb, April 1995). The initial capital expenditures for a
100 mW plant at a cost of $2000 - $3000 per KW ($2,500) will be approximately
$250 million (see Table 3). Included in this figure is the hyberdized natural gas
system which will provide additional hours of power generation. According to
regulations of the U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the energy
supplied from natural gas is limited to 25%.(Luz Corp, 1989) Again with 3000
19
created for a period of 10 - 24 months. Permanent positions are estimated at 30 to
40 full-time jobs (see Table 3).
Parabolic Trough Facilities
The construction period of a 100 Mw plant would be estimated from 9 and
15 months (Luz, ElS-Socioeconomic). Construction employment would create
near 800 to 2,000 jobs (Luz pg. 11, 1989). Following construction the plant
would require 30 to 40 permanent employees. The wages and salaries paid to
these workers, both during construction and long-term operations, will provide a
substantial economic benefit to Southern Nevada(see Table 3).
Central Receiver Tower
During the construction phase of a 100 Mw facility their will be an
estimated 2186 jobs created and approximately 45 permanent jobs during
operation (see Table 3). The estimated construction time is approximately 48
months.
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL
The commercial potential for the dish-Stirling is conceivably available in
the late 1990's and fully commercial by 2005 (NTS Feasibility Study, April 1994).
The future international commercial potential is very promising, based on the
technologies versatility and adaptability to locations where large solar field
21
Power tower central receivers have a commercialization strategy in 3
phases (Solar Two, 1993). Step 1 is to form a research and development
consortium for the Solar Two Project and the Department of Energy will share the
majority of the costs. Step 2 forming a Solar
Power Tower 100 MW Commercialization
Consortium. Expand upon the research and
development consortium into a
Figure 5- Artist redition commercialization consortium to facilitate the
construction of the first three to five 100 mW power plants. Step 3, Solar Power
Tower Partnerships. Form other alliances, partnerships or corporations to allow
further development of 100 mW to 200MW power tower plants within power
parks for the commercialization consortium.
Potential for commercialization in the late 1990's after the 3 year test run
of the Solar II project. After cost levels have been established, power towers can
have large impact on the future energy market, with upwards of a Gigawatt of
energy production by the year 2020 (Solar Two, 1993).
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
The main benefit to solar technology is the reduction of environmental
damage.. Solar fields will generally use a larger area of land for the facility than
Fuel Cycle Carbon Emission Factors for Various Technologies
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also sponsored desert wildlife studies, donated large areas of land to the
Department of Fish & Wildlife, and has cultural resource conservation program
(Luz Corp. 1989). Best avalable technologies have been implemented to assure
pollution minimization and Employee Envronmental Awareness programs insure
that protection of the environment is on individual level. All of these factors play
a role in maintaining a quality environment and ensures that a solar power
facilities role is a leader in environmental protection (Luz Corp. 1989).
The Solar Two project takes similar precautions to protecting the
environment, as such implementing a molten salt system that advances the facility
to zero emissions. Environmental protection programs also play a role at the
Solar Two, to insure the preservation of the local animal and vegitation habitats.
Performing an EIS and complying with environmental regulations, will
minimize environmental impacts and maintain the quality of the environment
throughout the operation life of the facility. Solar energy has proven to emit very
little or no pollution into our air or water passages. Investment in longterm solar
energy programs and technologies will be far more valuable to the health of our
society and environment than any nonrenewable energy source can ever claim to
be.
CHAPTER 3 - RECOMMENDATIONS for DISH-
STIRLING:
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asset to developing countries that have many rural or mountainous communities
because it can be provided in predictable power increments needed in a given
location. Dish-Stirling fields could be developed on a energy need basis and
could be added to unit by unit to meet increasing demands.
Dish-Stirling technology cannot provide electricity after sunlight hours,
unless it is stored or supplemented by another energy source. In countries with
established infrastructure, Dish-Stirling could be supplemented by wind, or
hydropower, and even natural gas. Areas in the U.S. best suited for Dish-Stirling
are the locations where hydro and wind power are already in place. But, power
demands grow in developing countries, it may be to costly for those countries
who must look internationally for fuel sources and construction of large
infrastructure networks. With the use of dish-Stirling technology, much of this
large scale development could be avoided. Decentralization of utilities could save
large amounts of money for developing countries and aid in developing
sustainable communities with on-site power generation. As communities grow,
additional dish-Stirlings could be added to provide additional power.
One of the proposed locations for the Solar Enterprise Zone, in
ElderadoValley, Nevada, would be ideal for Dish Stirling to be supplemented by
Hoover Dam. Infrastructure costs would be greatly reduced by using existing
utility lines. Elderado Valley has 6000 acres set aside for solar power
27
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International Energy Overview 1993
ENERGY TRENDS
Historical trends in world energy supply and demand often provide important guidelines for
understanding the pressures and issues that are likely to occur in the international energy markets. Total
world energy consumption has not changed meaningfully between 1990 and 1993. The no-growth years
between 1990 and 1993 have been well below the stronger global energy growth rates of 1.7 percent
from 1980 to 1985 and 2.8 percent from 1986 to 1989. However, the aggregated growth rates mask
important developments in individual countries and regions of the world. The countries of the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) have dominated global energy use
throughout the organization's existence and continue to account for a major part of the world's energy
demand. The key reason is that the OECD membership includes some of the world's largest economies —
the United States, Japan, and Germany — and virtually all of Western Europe. In 1993, the 24 countries
of the OECD consumed over half (about 53 percent) of the world's primary energy supply. In 1980 the
OECD countries consumed about 57 percent of the world's energy. Table WEO1 compares the OECD
energy consumption growth rates with the rest of the world. Figure WEO1 shows the year-by-year
pattern of energy consumption by OECD and non-OECD countries.












During the 1980-1993 period OECD countries experienced average increases in energy consumption of
about 1.5 quadrillion British thermal units (Btu) per year or the equivalent of about 0.8 million barrels of
oil per day. Non- OECD countries had average increases in energy consumption of about 3.3 quadrillion
Btu (the equivalent of 1.7 million barrels of oil per day).
However, Figure WE01 shows that the growth patterns of the two major groups are not well correlated.
High crude oil prices, slow economic growth, and gains in energy efficiency contributed to a downturn in
OECD energy use in the early 1980's but, since 1985, OECD countries have had fairly steady gains in
energy use. Meanwhile, in the latter part of the 1980's, the non-OECD countries experienced a different
set of pressures. A surge of economic growth and expansion of energy demand in Asia and other
developing countries was offset by significant downturns in most of the countries of Eastern Europe and
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Fig. WEOl: Energy Consumption in OECD and Non-OECD Countries, 1980 to 1993 (Quadrillion
Btu)
The trends of energy demand differ from country to country. The United States is the world's most
developed economy and is also the largest energy user — accounting for almost one- fourth (24 percent)
of world energy demand and almost half (46 percent) of the OECD's energy requirement in 1993. These
proportions have declined slightly since 1980 when the United States accounted for 27 percent of world
energy use and 47 percent of OECD energy use.
As was mentioned above, two important trends in developing countries and former centrally-planned
economies started in the mid-to-late 1980's and have had a major impact on energy markets. The first
trend is that some developing countries, particularly in Asia, began a period of rapid economic
development and strong increases in energy demand. Table WEO2 highlights some countries that have
had particularly high growth in energy demand during the period from 1980 through 1993.
Table WEO2. Economic and Energy Demand Growth Rates in Selected Developing Countries,
1980-1993
Gross Domestic Product Energy Demand
Growth Rate Growth Rate
Brazil 1.5 3.1
China 9.2 , 4.8
Hong Kong 6.3 5.8
India 5.1 6.2
Singapore 7.1 5.9
South Korea 8.6 8.3
Taiwan 7.5 5.5
Notable developments occurred in China and India. These two countries had an estimated 38 percent of
the world's population at the end of 1993 and had a combined total energy demand growth rate of 5.1
percent over the 1980-1993 period. In 1993, the combined energy demand for China and India totaled
about 12 percent of world energy demand but had accounted for over 30 percent of the world's increase
in energy use between 1980 and 1993. Energy use per capita in China rose from 17.3 million Btu in 1980
to 26.3 million Btu in 1993. In India the increase was from 6.2 million Btu to 10.2 million Btu.
Energy demand in the Far East and Oceania grew at a rate of 4.3 percent in the 1980-1993 period ~
faster than in any other geographic region in the world. Energy demand in Central and South America
grew at a rate of 2.2 percent during the same period.
The second overriding development in non-OECD countries was the end of the Cold War in the late
1980's and the ensuing transition of former centrally-planned economies to market economies. Table
WEO3 highlights three important former centrally planned economies that are in economic transition.
Table WEO3. Economic and Energy Demand Growth Rates in Key Former Centrally Planned
Economies, 1980-1993
Gross Domestic Product Energy Demand
Growth Rate Growth Rate
Hungary -0.5 -1.2
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Global economic development during the 1980-1993 period was accompanied by greater diversification
of sources of energy and a more intensive electrification of homes, businesses, and other human activities.
Gradual changes occurred in the proportionate mix of fossil fuels (oil, natural gas, and coal) as energy
sources. Oil remains the most important source for meeting the world's energy needs but its share of the
market has lessened and the sources of new supply have changed. In 1980, petroleum accounted for 46
percent of primary energy consumption. In 1993, oil provided about 39 percent of the world's energy.
Natural gas's share of the world energy market has increased, rising from 19 percent in 1980 to 22
percent in 1993. Among the fossil fuels, natural gas's relatively clean-burning properties make it a
preferred fuel in many countries for environmental reasons.
Coal use has held steady, in spite of its problems as a relatively high carbon emitting fuel. Coal satisfied
about 26 percent of world primary energy demand in 1980 and about 25 percent in 1993.
Figure WEO2 shows the trends in the consumption of fossil fuels from 1980 through 1993.
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Fig. WEO2: World Consumption of Oil, Natural Gas, and Coal, 1980 to 1993 (Quadrillion Btu)
Electricity generation by all sources (conventional thermal, hydroelectric power, nuclear, geothermal,
solar, and wind) shows steady increases. Figure WEO3 shows the long-term trends in generation of
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Fig. WEO3: World Electricity Generation by Type, 1980 - 1993 (Billion Kilowatthours)
Crude oil prices generally declined between 1990 and the end of 1993. If energy demand in the former
Soviet Union had remained at pre-breakup levels, there would have been considerably more upward
pressure on crude oil prices during this time frame.
Petroleum
The sources of oil are less concentrated today than they were in the early 1980's. In 1980, there were 69
oil-producing countries. The top five producers accounted for 59 percent of crude oil production. In
1993, there were 89 oil-producing countries and the top five producers had 47 percent of the crude oil
market. The twelve current members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) had
a small drop in their crude oil market share from 45 percent to 43 percent.
Not only did the sources of oil supply become more diverse, the composition of the supply of petroleum
liquids changed as well. Liquids from the processing of natural gas were a key part of the additional oil
-reaching the market. Between 1980 and 1993, there was an increase in the production of crude oil and
natural gas liquids totaling 2.8 million barrels per day. About 62 percent (1.7 million barrels per day) of
the increased oil supply came from natural gas liquids ~ liquids produced from associated gas supplies
and gas wells. World crude oil production in 1993 was only 1.0 million barrels per day higher than in
1980. In sharp contrast, world crude oil production had increased by almost 14 million barrels per day
from 1970 to 1979.
World crude oil production in the first years of the 1990's has been stable — consistently averaging
slightly over 60 million barrels per day. However, important changes have occurred among the producing
countries. Major drops in crude oil production took place in Iraq (following the August 1990 invasion of
Kuwait and the subsequent Persian Gulf conflict) and the countries of the former Soviet Union (following
its breakup in August 1991). Between 1990 and 1993, Iraq lost about 1.5 million barrels per day and the
countries of the former Soviet Union lost about 3.3 million barrels per day. Crude oil production in the
United States continued a steady decline since 1985 and dropped by 0.5 million barrels per day between
1990 and 1993. These supply shortfalls offered opportunities for other producers to gain market shares.
Saudi Arabia, Iran, and Norway had a combined production increase of about 2.9 million barrels per day.
Emerging producers, such as Yemen, were also able to gain footholds in the market.
As has been described, OPEC has seen some minor erosion in its share of total crude oil production since
1980. The countries in the Persian Gulf have also had some decline in world market share from 30
percent in 1980 to 28 percent in 1993. An important factor in these declines was the loss of crude oil
production from Iraq and Kuwait in 1990 and thereafter. In 1980, these two countries had a combined
crude oil production of about 4.2 million barrels per day. In 1993, their production totaled an estimated
2.4 million barrels per day. Iraq lost 2.0 million barrels per day of production over that period.
Drilling for oil is essential for maintaining a base of reserve oil for future use. Crude oil reserves at the
end of 1993 have been estimated to be between 1.0 and 1.1 trillion barrels. In 1980 world crude oil
reserves were estimated at about 0.6 trillion barrels. The countries of the Persian Gulf area dominate the
ownership of oil reserves accounting for about 55 to 65 percent of the world total in 1993. In 1980, it
was estimated that these countries held about 55 percent of the world's crude oil reserves. Thus, the long-
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was estimated that these countries held about 55 percent of the world's crude oil reserves. Thus, the long-
term concentration of oil assets continues to be dominated by the countries of the Middle East.
Expanding requirements for light petroleum products that meet higher environmental standards and
increased overall consumption of motor gasoline, jet fuels, lighter fuel oils, and chemical feedstocks have
forced many upgrades to refinery distillation capacity. At the end of 1993, world capacity for catalytic
cracking, thermal cracking, and reforming totaled about 28 million barrels per day, up from the 1980
capacity of about 19 million barrels per day.
In general, petroleum consumption emits more carbon than natural gas, but less than the consumption of
coal. Most petroleum products emit between 19 and 21 million metric tons of carbon per quadrillion Btu
of energy consumed.
Natural Gas
Natural gas is the fastest-growing fossil fuel in the world's energy mix. In 1980, natural gas represented
about 19 percent of the world's energy consumption. In 1993, natural gas accounted for about 22 percent
of the world's energy consumption.
Natural gas use has expanded because of its relatively favorable environmental position among fossil
fuels, its reliable availability, improvements in gas handling and transport capabilities, improvements in
electric power technology (such as cogeneration of heat and electricity), and important discoveries of
new reserves.
Natural gas releases between 14 and 15 million metric tons of carbon per quadrillion Btu of energy
consumed, less than petroleum or coal. Typically, natural gas contains little sulphur and nitrogen oxides.
Thus, it is a relatively clean-burning fuel and offers advantages to governments and industries seeking to
address environmental objectives such as those in the United Nations' Framework Convention on Climate
Change. However, natural gas production and handling methods also contribute to carbon emissions. In
1992, global venting and flaring of natural gas totaled over 3.8 trillion cubic feet.
Gas combined-cycle technology is encouraging an expansion of gas demand for electric power
generation. This technology offers more efficient fuel use, lower construction costs, abatement of
emissions, and flexibility for improvements. The new technology has been favorably received by industry
in the United States and in the gas-using countries of Western Europe where regulatory restrictions on
the use of gas in electric power generation have been lifted. Other countries in the Far East and Oceania,
(India, Indonesia, Japan, and Malaysia) are beginning to introduce combined- cycle technology.
Compared to petroleum and coal, there are few major exporters of natural gas. The natural gas supply
chain, particularly for the transport of liquefied natural gas, requires major capital and equipment outlays.
In 1992, six countries accounted for about 84 percent of global natural gas exports. Russia is, by far, the
world's most important natural gas exporter. In 1992, Russian exports totaled about 6.9 trillion cubic
feet. Algeria, Canada, Indonesia, Netherlands, and Turkmenistan each had exports in excess of 1 billion
cubic feet.
Russia has the world's greatest wealth of natural gas reserves, totalling about 2 quadrillion cubic feet at
the end of 1993. Natural gas reserves in Iran and other countries of the Middle East total about 30
percent of the world's gas reserves.
Coal
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After years of steady increases in use, world coal demand peaked in 1989 and declined at a rate of about
1.7 percent between 1989 and 1993. Nonetheless, coal remains a very important source of the world's
energy, accounting for about 25 percent of energy use in 1993. Coal consumption grew at a rate of 1.4
percent between 1980 and 1993.
Coal is the world's most abundant commercial fossil fuel. According to the World Energy Council, there
about 1.1 trillion short tons of recoverable coal in the world. At 1993 rates of global coal consumption,
this represents about 230 years of recoverable coal reserves.
One of the most difficult issues regarding coal use is its release of pollutants when burned. Carbon
emissions from coal burning are the highest among the fossil fuels. Coal typically emits between 25 and
28 million metric tons of carbon per quadrillion Btu of energy consumed. In addition, coal emits methane
from the processes of production, transportation, and pulverization. Increasingly, countries are placing
emissions standards both on new and existing major sources of pollution (power plants, industrial boilers,
and smelting). For example, the European Community passed a directive in 1988 limiting emissions of
sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, and particulate matter from large stationary sources. All OECD countries
have established or are currently establishing emission limits on major air pollutants.
Coal is primarily used for making steam for electricity generation and for steel making.
Hydroelectric Power and Geothermal Power
Hydroelectric power consumption continues to grow steadily. In the period from 1990 through 1993, the
global growth rate was 2.0 percent. Between 1980 and 1993, the growth rate was 2.1 percent.
World hydroelectric power capacity grew from 473 million kilowatts in 1980 to 658 million kilowatts at
the beginning of 1993. There have been no new major hydroelectric power facility openings in recent
years.
Geothermal electric power generation in 1993 totaled about 34 billion kilowatthours -- less than one
percent of the world's electricity generation in 1993. About 90 percent of all geothermal electric power
capacity is concentrated in five countries — Brazil, Italy, Mexico, the Philippines, and the United States.
Nuclear Electric Power
Nuclear electric power generation continued to grow in the 1990-1993 period in spite of a worldwide
curtailment in the development of new plants and capacity. In the United States, no new commercial
power plants have been ordered since 1978. At the end of 1993, there were about 430 nuclear power
reactors in use in 30 countries in the world. The United States had 109 units in operation, the largest
number for any country.
Concerns about costs, radioactive waste, plant safety, and nuclear proliferation have plagued the nuclear
power industry in the past decade. Nonetheless, countries have elected to use nuclear power to diversify
sources of energy supply and to provide energy where the natural energy resource base is low. Outside
the United States, only 29 new nuclear plants with 26 million kilowatts of capacity have been brought
into use between 1990 and 1993.
In 1993, four new units entered operation in Japan, while Canada, China, France, Russia, and the United
States each connected one new unit to their grids. The net increase to world nuclear power capacity was
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about 7 to 8 megawatts between 1992 and 1993.
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Solar radiation data for the indicated cities measured
























































33,34 N/ 86,45 W
34,39 N/ 86,46 W
30,41 N/ 88,15 W
32,18 N/ 86,24 W
61,10 N/150, 1 W




64, 0 N/145,44 W
55,12 N/162,43 W
64,49 N/147,52 W






57, 9 N/170,13 W
62,18 N/150, 6 W
59,31 N/139,40 W
35, 8 N/111,40 W
33,26 N/112, 1 W
34,39 N/112, 26 W
32, 7 N/110,56 W
35,20 N/ 94,22 W
34,44 N/ 92,14 W
40,59 N/124, 6 W
35,25 N/119, 3 W
34,52 N/116,47 W
36,46 N/119, 43 W
33,49 N/118, 9 W







40, 1 N/105,15 W
39,39 N/106,55 W
39, 7 N/108,32 W
38,17 N/104,31 W
41,10 N/ 73, 8 W
41,56 N/ 72,41 W
39,40 N/ 75,36 W
29,11 N/ 81, 3 W
30,30 N/ 81,42 W
24,33 N/ 81,45 W
25,48 N/ 80,16 W





























































































































































































































27,58 N/ 82,32 W
26,41 N/ 80, 6 W
33,57 N/ 83,19 W
33,39 N/ 84,26 W
33,22 N/ 81,58 W
32,31 N/ 84,57 W
32,42 N/ 83,39 W
32, 8 N/ 81,12 W






41,47 N/ 87,45 W
41,27 N/ 90,31 W
40,40 N/ 89,41 W
42,12 N/ 89, 6 W
39,50 N/ 89,40 W
38, 3 N/ 87,32 W
41, 0 N/ 85,12 W
39,44 N/ 86,17 W
41,42 N/ 86,19 W
41,32 N/ 93,39 W
43, 9 N/ 93,20 W
42,24 N/ 96,23 W
42,33 N/ 92,24 W
37,46 N/ 99,58 W
39,22 N/101,42 W
39, 4 N/ 95,38 W
37,39 N/ 97,25 W
39, 4 N/ 84,40 W
38, 2 N/ 84,36 W
38,11 N/ 85,44 W
30,32 N/ 91, 9 W
30, 7 N/ 93,13 W
29,59 N/ 90,15 W
32,28 N/ 93,49 W
46,52 N/ 68, 1 W
43,39 N/ 70,19 W
39,11 N/ 76,40 W
42,22 N/ 71, 2 W
42,16 N/ 71,52 W
45, 4 N/ 83,34 W
42,25 N/ 83, 1 W
42,58 N/ 83,44 W
42,53 N/ 85,31 W
47, 10 N/ 88,30 W
42,47 N/ 84,36 W
43,10 N/ 86,15 W
46,28 N/ 84,22 W
44,44 N/ 85,35 W
46,50 N/ 92,11 W
48,34 N/ 93,23 W
44,53 N/ 93,13 W
43,55 N/ 92,30 W
45,33 N/ 94, 4 W
32,19 N/ 90, 5 W
32,20 N/ 88,45 W
38,49 N/ 92,13 W





















































































































































































































































37,14 N/ 93,23 W





46,36 N/112, 0 W
48,18 N/114,16 W
47, 3 N/109,27 W
46,26 N/105,52 W
'46,55 N/114, 5 W
40,58 N/ 98,19 W
41,59 N/ 97,26 W
41, 8 N/100,41 W
41,22 N/ 96,31 W
41,52 N/103,36 W
40,50 N/115,47 W
39,17 N/114, 51 W
36, 5 N/115,10 W
39,30 N/119,47 W
38, 4 N/117, 8 W
40,54 N/117, 48 W
43,12 N/ 71,30 W
39,27 N/ 74,34 W
40,42 N/ 74,10 W
35, 3 N/106,37 W
35,11 N/103,36 W
42,45 N/ 73,48 W
42,13 N/ 75,59 W
42,56 N/ 78,44 W
44,56 N/ 74,51 W
40,47 N/ 73,58 W
43, 7 N/ 77,40 W
43, 7 N/ 76, 7 W
35,26 N/ 82,32 W
35,16 N/ 75,33 W
35,13 N/ 80,56 W
36, 5 N/ 79,57 W
35,52 N/ 78,47 W
34,16 N/ 77,54 W
46,46 N/100,45 W
46,54 N/ 96,48 W
48,16 N/101,17 W
40,55 N/ 81,26 W
41,24 N/ 81,51 W
40, 0 N/ 82,53 W
39,54 N/ 84,13 W
40,49 N/ 82,31 W
41,36 N/ 83,48 W
41,16 N/ 80,40 W
35,24 N/ 97,36 W
36,12 N/ 95,54 W
46, 9 N/123,53 W
43,35 N/119, 3 W





44,16 N/121, 9 W






















































































































































































































































40,39 N/ 75,26 W
41,48 N/ 78,38 W
42, 5 N/ 80,11 W
40,13 N/ 76,51 W
39,53 N/ 75,15 W
40,30 N/ 80,13 W
41,20 N/ 75,44 W
41,16 N/ 77, 3 W
18,26 N/ 66, 0 W
41,44 N/ 71,26 W
32,54 N/ 80, 2 W
33,57 N/ 81, 7 W
34,54 N/ 82,13 W
44,23 N/ 98,13 W
44,23 N/100,17 W
44, 3 N/103, 4 W
43,34 N/ 96,44 W
36,29 N/ 82,24 W
35, 2 N/ 85,12 W
35,49 N/ 83,59 W
35, 3 N/ 89,59 W
36, 7 N/ 86,41 W
32,26 N/ 99,41 W
35,14 N/101,42 W
30,18 N/ 97,42 W
25,54 N/ 97,26 W
27,46 N/ 97,30 W
31,48 N/106,24 W
32,50 N/ 97, 3 W
29,59 N/ 95,22 W
33,39 N/101,49 W
31,14 N/ 94,45 W
31,56 N/102,12 W
29,57 N/ 94, 1 W
31,22 N/100,30 W
29,32 N/ 98,28 W
28,51 N/ 96,55 W
31,37 N/ 97,13 W
33,58 N/ 98,29 W
37,42 N/113, 6 W
40,46 N/111,58 W
44,28 N/ 73, 9 W
37,20 N/ 79,12 W
36,54 N/ 76,12 W
37,30 N/ 77,20 W
37,19 N/ 79,58 W






38,22 N/ 81,36 W
38,53 N/ 79,51 W
38,22 N/ 82,33 W
44,52 N/ 91,29 W
44,29 N/ 88, 8 W
43,52 N/ 91,15 W
43, 8 N/ 89,20 W
























































































































































































WY/CASPER 42,55 N/106,28 W 4401 5316 1487
WY/CHEYENNE 41, 9 N/104,49 W 4428 5210 1547
WY/LANDER 42,49 N/108,44 W 4582 5475 1591
WY/ROCK SPRINGS 41,36 N/109, 4 W 4600 5433 1578
WY/SHERIDAN 44,46 N/106,58 W 4180 4737 1603
APPENDIX: C
THE SOLAR ENERGY INDUSTRIES' FY1995 APPROPRIATIONS RECOMMENDATIONS




wenty years ago the United
"States federal government
embarked on a solar energy
research, development, and
demonstration program that
has resulted in a set of solar technologies
that are on the cusp of commercial vi-
ability at a scale large enough to reward
the public interest. The federal decision
to invest in the effort to graduate solar
energy from a laboratory experiment in
the 1970s to a significant and viable en-
ergy option in the 1990s was, and still is,
based largely on its potential to enhance
the public good by delivering energy ser-
vices needed for economic growth while
preventing pollution and boosting U.S.
high-technology exports. The federal
effort has been a success to the extent
that it has contributed not only to re-
markable scientific breakthroughs, but
also to the establishment of a strong, di-
verse, and growing U.S. industry en-
gaged in manufacturing, distributing,
installing, and servicing solar energy
systems both here and abroad. There is
no way to stereotype the solar entrepre-
neurs of today — they can be found both
at Fortune 500 corporate giants, as well
as in the smallest of businesses that dot
the American landscape.
Where is the solar industry today? We
can boast of 1.5 million buildings with
solar water heating systems and over
100,000 solar pool heating systems. The
photovoltaics industry is experiencing an
average sales growth rate of 12 percent
per year, and is about to break into the
electric utility market with a bang
through the PV-COMPACT collaborative
(named the best environmental news of
1993 by Time magazine!). Two new PV
manufacturing plants are now under
construction in the U.S. in anticipation of
increased demand. The solar thermal
power industries are advancing through
the continued success of the 350-mega-
watt trough facilities in Southern Cali-
fornia, the retrofit and validation of the
"Solar Two" power tower, and the re-
cent field validations of dish-engine tech-
nology. Solar process heat systems are
ready for significant market penetration.
The solar energy systems now operating
in the United States produce more en-
ergy than any of the other renewable
energy options available today, exclud-
ing hydropower. Our industry has
achieved only a fraction of its market
potential, especially internationally,
where solar energy can vastly improve
the lives of the two billion people who
are still without any form of electricity.
That is the good news.
The bad news is that we, as a nation,
are at risk of throwing our investment
away by failing to reap the very rewards
our federal stewards had in mind two
decades ago, and the new Administra-
tion and taxpaying public have in mind
today. To risk stating the obvious, even
the most innovative of technologies
serves no useful purpose — such as pre-
venting pollution, enhancing domestic
employment, reducing our dependence
on foreign oil or improving our interna-
environment









...Thousands of new jobs





have only begun to achieve
international market poten-
tial in multibillion dollar
global energy markets...
tional competitiveness — until it is de-
ployed in the marketplace. The solar
energy industries fear that the federal
solar energy programs may be unable to
successfully help build the industry by
helping to build sustainable markets.
Increased attention to facilitating indus-
try commercialization activities is badly
needed and simply not occurring fast
enough to meet today's market chal-
lenges.
The member companies of the Solar
Energy Industries Association(SEIA), the
national trade organization of the photo-
voltaics and solar thermal manufactur-
ers and component suppliers, have set a
goal for our industry: to provide 20 per-
cent of our nation's energy needs with
solar energy technologies by the year
2020 This is our 20/20 solar vision. To
accomplish our goal, the industry has
charted a strategic plan and identified
those market conditions and guiding
principles that should be in effect by the
year 2000, just five budget-years away.
These are:
• An annual market growth rate of 35
percent
• Market and regulatory acceptance of
solar energy technologies based on
comparative economic value
• Fair and equitable federal, state, and
local tax treatment compared with con-
ventional energy
• Widespread deployment of next-gen-
eration solar thermal and photovoltaic
technologies
• An integrated systems approach to
innovation and cost reduction
• Federal and private collaborative re-
search, development, demonstration,
and commercialization efforts de-
signed and implemented around fu-
ture industry growth
• Routine federal procurement of solar
technologies as the energy resource of
choice (except for those relatively few
applications that are clearly not cost-
effective)
With this document, SEIA defines the
programs and activities it believes are
essential for meeting these objectives.
Moreover, SEIA is issuing a challenge to
our partners at the U.S. Department of
Energy: to make the federal solar pro-
grams accountable, in tangible and mea-
surable ways, for assisting the industry
in achieving these nearer-term objectives,
with a commitment to achieving the ul-
timate goal. We are encouraged by the
new attitudes brought by the new Ad-
ministration, and by the trend towards a
more responsible and healthy public-pri-
vate relationship strengthened through
industry-government cost-sharing. The
now more mature solar industries that
survived the lean years are applying a
"If you always do what you've
always done, you'll always get
what you always got." — Vice President Al Gore
valuable lesson: demonstration projects
entirely federally funded and managed
are far less likely to succeed in the long
run than projects conceived, managed,
and cost-shared by industry. That's why
every major solar initiative proposed by
SE1A — from Solar Two, Solar MaT and
PV MaT, to USHjO, and soon-to-be-
funded PV-COMPACT —is heavily cost-
shared by industry and end-use sector
partners, such as electric utilities. The
solar company CEOs of today are bet-
ting on solar, not just because it makes
sense for society, but because it will be
commercially sustainable.
We must act quickly. Windows of
opportunity are closing. Although the
U.S. is currently the technological leader
tn all major solar technologies, the na-
tion is vulnerable to losing its commer-
cial edge in this field to overseas com-
petitors. International competition is
stiff, and many foreign governments are
aggressively promoting their own do-
mestic firms to capture the imminent
multi-billion dollar global market. With-
out swift, strong, federal support to over-
come significant barriers to market de-
ployment, the U.S. will be watching on
the sidelines as more forward-looking
foreign competitors take the lead — and
the profits.
One of the most important ways the
U.S. government can help the solar in-
dustries achieve full commercialization,
and reap the rewards of its investment,
is by recognizing its obligation to lead by
example. The federal government is by
far the largest consumer of energy in the
nation. Federal procurement and instal-
lation of solar thermal and photovoltaic
systems for only those applications that
are cost-effective today would have the
dual benefits of unprecedented energy
cost savings with concomitant deficit
reduction, and triggering the industry
price reductions needed for significant
market penetration through manufactur-
ing economies of scale. One near-term
opportunity in federal procurement de-
serves special mention. SEIA is an en-
thusiastic participant in the Congres-
sional initiative to convert a portion of
the Nevada Test Site and the larger Las
Vegas area into a National Solar Enter-
prise Zone, a high-profile renewable en-
ergy technology center. The land area
and high solar radiation available there
render it an ideal location for deploy-
ment of solar thermal and PV projects.
The initiative would provide clean en-
ergy — perhaps 2000 MWe or the equiva-
lent of several coal or nuclear plants —
for a growing population of the West,
and symbolize a tangible "peace divi-
dend" for the region and the nation. The
practical value at the initiative is further
enhanced by its jobs potential: a draft
DOE study estimates that phased con-
struction of a 600 MWe solar thermal
project could provide up to 2100 jobs
over a six-to eight-year period. This site
is only one of dozens of instances where
the federal procurement of solar energy
systems makes infinite sense.
Over 350 solar companies in the United
States are poised and eager for even more
opportunities to partner with the federal
government to bring these technologies
to market —- opportunities like the Joint
Ventures Program and new partnerships
with the States and other stakeholders.
This Administration, and the bipartisan
coalition that passed the renewable en-
ergy provisions of the Energy Policy Act,
promised to stand for the clean, high-
technology path to the future. The solar
industries stand ready to turn the prom-






National Needs Being Met By Solar Energy Industries
Association and Department of Energy Cooperation
IJOK's W-MWr So/or One Pilot Plant is being converted to an
advanced molten salt heat transfer system. This indnstry-drwan
project will validate all the systems in a solar power tower plant
and lead to commercial plants before the year 2QOO.
This faceted membrane dish, developed jointly by Solar Kinetics. Inc.,
Science Applications international Corp., and WG Associates, utilizes 12
heliostat-like facets to concentrate 70-kWt to power a 25-kWe Stirling engine.
Electrical power is directly generated by
sunlight and can also operate from natural
gas in the absence of sunlight.
A
Power will be exported for consumption throughout the
region.
Solar products and expertise will be exported throughout
the world.
U.S. Direct jobs Per MtHion OwmS
d Annual Expenditure. 1990
Pollutant Emission Factors for
Electrical Generation (p/kWh):
The Total Fuel Cycle*
Natural Insolation Across the U.S.
16 14
The solar industry provides
employment in manufacturing and
















































Solar energy use reduces the emissions of pollutants
generated by traditional fossil fuel plants.
For more information individuals should contact;
Solar Energy Industries Association * Mac Moore, Director, Solar Tlierntal Power Division * 322 C Street N.W. •
Fourth Floor * Washington, D.C. 20001 • Phone: (202) 383-2600 • FAX: (202) 383-2670
